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Abstract

Study on the measurement of the Entrance Surface Dose to patients
(ESD) was conducted in 12 X-ray departments in different hospitals within
Khartoum State. The number of adult patients covered was 117.
Measurements were carried out in a situation were the diaphragm was
opened at maximum field size (absence of light beam in the collimators), and
another set when the diaphragm was opened at normal fieldsize (i.e when the
light beam is on).

The measurements of doses in the case of chest (PA) exposure where
collected from skull, cervical spine and lumbar spine (both males and
females) and gonads for females only.

In case of Abdomen (AP) exposure, the organs were chest, thyroid
(both males and females) and gonads for males.

TLD (LiF) were used for monitoring the radiation dose. The results
indicate wide variations between both situations.
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It was found that the mean difference of doses in the absence of field
collimation are greatest by 10 times for adiation dose reaching the chest
(male+female), 17 times in gonads (females) for abdomen exposure.

Hence, it can be deduce that an increase of fieldsize result in the
increase of radiation dose delivered to other organs in the body like gonads
and bone marrow for (males and females) that contain sensitive tissues.
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Introduction

It has been recognized that diagnostic radiology makes the

highest contribution to man-made radiation dose. An estimation of

over 90% of the total exposure of the population comes from X-rays

machine.

Presently there are 130 X-ray machines in both government and

private sector in Khartoum State. Regular quality control of these

machines hardly exists in developing countries like Sudan.

The investigation of the situations of number of these X-rays

machines were carried to check on the standards of good practice and

level of optimization of patient protection in government hospitals.

Two problems have been approach:

Firstly: It was found that 98% of these machines were brought in

Sudan as donations from other countries (second hand). Spare parts or

trouble shooting manuals did not accompany them.

Secondly: The beam alignment, which is connected in the collimator,

is presently not functioning in these machines. The center and exact
configuration of the fieldsize cannot be identified is such failures. The

diaphragm is therefore opened at maximum fieldsize. Thus, other

organs in the body that may contain sensitive tissues are exposed to

unnecessary radiation, mostly from both scattered radiation and the

primary beam. Examples of these organs are gonads and bone

marrow. They are highly proliferating tissues and are very

radiosensitive.

The locations of females' gonads are variable and cannot be well

defined therefore they are likely to get over irradiated if no

precautions were made [1].
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Damage for ovaries, testis can occur by irradiation and can

result in cancers, gene mutation or infertility.

Bone marrow is widely distributed in the body. They produce

large number of red and white blood cells. Due to over irradiation,

their amplifying function can be reduced and then initiate the

development of leukemia, anemia, pneumonia or immune deficiency.

The Entrance Surface Dose (ESD) depends primarily on the

patient thickness and beam qualities (KVp, mAs, filtration and

fieldsize of the collimators or beam restrictors). These settings differ

from one patient to another.

Some previous studies proved that 1cm extra fieldsize implies

irradiation of 600-900cc of unwanted Volume 2]. An alteration in the

setting of field collimators from 10*10cm to 20*20cm was also

proven to increase the area of irradiation of the patient by 4 to 

times[3].

Hazards from scattered radiation are produced when the primary

beam strikes collimators, beam stops, or shielding.

The intensity of the scattered radiation may exceed the

regulatory limits if the fieldsize is enlarged. Hence, it will increase the

dose to patients and reduce the image quality 3].

The NRPB and the Royal College of Radiologist (RCR) verified

that there is a potentiality of patient dose reduction without having any

lost of diagnostic efficiency. It is can be achieved by dose monitoring,

as part of a routine Quality Assurance program (Q.A). The Q.A also

include a constancy test program on which the alignment of the light

beam diaphragm and X-ray coincide together. The test can be repeated

whenever a bulb is replaced with another 4].
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An annual effective dose of ImSv to the population was

recommended in Basic Safety Standards 115. Some guidelines where

also presented for doses in diagnostic radiography for a typical adult

patient [5).

In this study, off-focus radiation dose were measured for skull,

cervical lumbar spine and gonads in case of chest (PA) exposure,

while thyroid, chest and gonads for abdomen (KUB) exposure.

Comparison was done between the doses received by these organs for

both situations of maximum and normal fieldsize opening.

Methods and Materials

The ESD for Chest (PA) exposure in situation of "with" and

46 without diaphragm" where collected from the following organs:

1- 72 patients for skull (male female).

2- 62 for cervical (male female)

3- 34 for lumbar (males).

4- 43 for gonads (female)

For Abdomen exposure, the organs were:

1- 45 patients for chest (male female)

2- 34 for thyroid (male female)

3- 18 for gonads (male)

The measuring technique relied on the readings of

Tbermolurninescence detector D-100 (LiF: Mg, Ti) using Harshaw

660O.The reader was calibrated in the Secondary Standard

Laboratories of Sudan Atomic Energy Commission and a calibration

factor was obtained for both the reader and the detectors.

Four annealed TLD cards were attached to patients'skin to

record the dose to the specified organ during the exposure. Average

readings were taken for these TDs.
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The ranges of exposure factors (K-Vp and mAs, filtration and

target to skin distance) were also collected for the awareness of the

different patients' sizes and thickness.

Results and Discussion

Table show the mean and standard deviation (Std) for the ESD

for skull, crvical, lumbar and gonads when the target for exposure is

Chest (PA). The readings were taken for cases of existence and

absence of the diaphragm for both males and females.

Table 1: Patient Entrance Surface Dose from Scatter edradiation

in Case Of Che (Pa) Exposure
Total No. No. Mean:t Std Mean ± Std

Organ No. or with without Dose/mSv Dose/mSv
Patients diaphragm diaphragm With diaphragm Without

diaphragm

swl 72 33 39 0.1672:6.06* 10-2 0.365-±-0.229

(M+F)

Cenical 65 32 33 0.23lt8.84* 10-2 0.653--f-0.391

(M+F)

Lumbar 37 14 23 0.169±6.80*10-2 0.498-+0.369

(M)

.Gonads () 43 20 23 0.146±3.03*10-' , 0625--0.543

As can be seen from the table (1) above, the mean ESD obtained

for organs exposed outside the field of interest in the situation of

"without diaphragm" are greater than those recorded "with

diaphragm".
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The difference amounts to twice for skull trice for cervical

spine, four times for lumbar and six times for gonads. By using the T-

Test it was found that there is a high significant difference between

the two sets with a probability (p=0.001) for these organs.

This variation in the two sets of data is presented in histograms

Fig (1) and Fig 2).

The results in Table 2) shows the mean and Std of the ESD for

chest, thyroid and gonads for Abdomen (KUB) exposure

(males+females).

Table 2 Patient Entrance Surface Dose from Scattered

Radiation In Case Of Abdomen Exposure Kub)

Total Number Number Mean±Std Mean:tStd
Organ No. with without Dose/msv Dose/mSv

of diaphragm diaphragm With Without
diaphragm

chest 45 20 25 0.191±5.7*10-' 1.3ft').68

"yrcid(M+F) 34 20 14 0.154±4.7010-' 0.213±7.8*10"

Gonads (M) 18 6 12 0.230±6.9*10-2 3-372±4.29

From table 2), it is appearantly clear that the mean ESD value

recorded in the situation of "without diaphragm" is relatively greater

compared to that obtained "with diaphragm" by 10, 17 times for chest

and gonads respectively, where as 2 times for thyroid. It appears that

there is a high significant difference between the values. =0.001) for

chest and gonads while =0.01 1) for thyroid.

The histograms shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4 indicate that the

variations between the mean variables are maximum for gonads and

chest while minimum for thyroid.
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Comparing the results obtained above, there is a lack of data

available in the literature for measurement of scattered radiation to

different organs in the body. One research was carried in Nigeria,

lbadan University on the measurement of gonadal dose to adult

patients during Chest radiography. The mean values of the gonadal

doses were found to be 0.02mSv per exposure for chest (PA) view

which is 30 times the value obtained in our study at maximum

fieldsize opening[6].

Conclusion

The ESD measured to patients from the primary and scattered

radiation to organs outside the field of interest are above the

acceptable levels and thus are deemed to be unjustifiable. Further

investigations should be carried.

On the Recommendations

• Regular Quality Control program should be introduced,

especially if a replacement of a bulb takes place 7] .

• Additional training of radiographers is essential to make

them aware of the vitality of dose reduction [7].

• Methods leading to the reduction of mAs and modification of

KVp should be discussed to minimize ESD and to extend the

life of X-ray machines. This is highly recommended for

developing countries where it is difficult to replace X-ray

tubes [8].

• To introduce the Q.A program in private and public clinics.
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Fig. Scattered Radiation in Chest (PA).
Exposure Diaphragm is at max field size
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Fig. 2: Scattered Radiation in Chest (PA).
Exposure Diaphragm is at normal field size
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